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At KRITINOVA, our mission is to build a Global Ecosystem to promote
Indian ethos, to preserve old & historical patented blueprints and to
nurture diverse artworks of the world. And all these through the modern
technology driven platform and high-quality products in literature,
fashion, home décor and lifestyle.

In our founders’ experience of living abroad for more than a decade, they
observed limited access to products based on Sanskrit and regional
Indian languages, Indian scriptures, especially VEDAS which are a perfect
balance of science and spirituality. 

Also, Fashion, décor, and gifting ideas were facing intelligence-deficiency.
The great inventors’ historical hard work was attention-less. The vintage
patent blueprints are from bygone eras and can give ideas about the
society and culture of that time. But their presentation and spreading
scale was limited. 

On top of this during their India visit they experience an alarm striking
into their heart to promote Indian values and culture in modern way, that
too Globally. Even in India, the Indian touch was missing specially into
reading collections, products for home décor, apparel and lifestyle.
Authentic Indian touch was missing. Strikingly missing! 

This gave fuel to their desire of ‘We must do something’. 

To bridge the gap, KRITINOVA came into existence. What started as a
mere search for a thought-provoking quote to put on the drawing-room
wall, an urge to wear a Namaste T-shirt, or owing a nice coffee mug with
original space shuttle patent on it, brought us to a revolutionary & quality
Indian lifestyle brand.
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Sanskrit is not only the oldest language and mother of most
languages, but also the source of wisdom for all of us. Through
various Sanskrit creatives, "KRITINOVA" is attempting to bring out
original scientific insights into the Sanskrit verses and words that
remain hidden due to misleading or superficial translations. This
carefully custom-made product range is part of our ambitious
project - Reviving Sanskrit.
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Framed Wall Art
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Be proud of having Sanskrit as your Heritage, own the mug that
carries the pride. Best in class quality with unique Sanskrit designs,
the Mug serves as a perfect gift. This carefully custom-made product
range is part of our ambitious project - Reviving Sanskrit.
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Mugs
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We are delighted to present one of our Sanskrit apparel listings, at
KRITINOVA! The T-shirts are soft and lightweight, with the right
amount of stretch. It's comfortable and flattering. This benchmark
quality T-Shirt is available in youth and adult sizes. This carefully
custom-made product range is part of our ambitious project - Reviving
Sanskrit.
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Apparels
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This Art Print range explains the meaning of the most inspirational
Shlokas. Design has Shloka in Sanskrit, reference from ancient Indian
scriptures and its meaning in English. This is perfect gift for those who
love Sanskrit and who want to imbibe the wisdom of Ancient Indian
Scriptures. This carefully custom-made product range is part of our
ambitious project - Reviving Sanskrit.
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"The Patent Planet" art print is an easy and affordable way to
personalize your home or office. This design comes in various print
size options ready to adorn any room you wish. This product range is
designed to give tribute to great inventors whose relentless hard work
made our lives easy.
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Mugs

Presenting a unique range of Mugs by kritinova! These are Premium
Quality Ceramic Mug which are Highly Durable. This product range is
designed to give tribute to great inventors whose relentless hard
work made our lives easy.
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Apparels

Our patented apparels are soft and lightweight, with the right
amount of stretch. It's comfortable and flattering. This benchmark
quality T-Shirt is available in youth and adult sizes. Rompers are
available in infant size. This product range is designed to give tribute
to great inventors whose relentless hard work made our lives easy.
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Looking for Walt Disney patented wall décor or Star Trek patent wall
art? You are going to have a blast for sure after you check out our The
Patent Planet collection. 

And the people who are crazy about mechanics, we have an entire
collection of rolled wall art décor! 
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Well, Indian art is as diverse as its heritage and culture. Whether you
are looking for art, inspiration, motivation, relationship or fun, our
creative wall décor makes you carry the attitude; you will cherish
forever!
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Patriotic Collection

Presenting a blood warming Patriotic Collection listings that you can't
have just one! The T-shirts are soft and lightweight, with the right
amount of stretch. It's comfortable and flattering. This benchmark
quality T-Shirt is available in youth and adult sizes. The wall art and
mugs are uniquely created as a reminder of love and respect for the
country. This product range is designed to invoke patriotisms in
Indian Hearts.
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Math Collection

Math is a universal concept that has impacted cultures across the
globe and throughout time. Mathematics is not just a standalone
subject, but it is a foundation of understanding more complex
concepts of science and engineering. Our Math Collection makes
easier to learn fundaments of mathematics in visual, colorful, and
artistic way. A perfect way to create inviting classrooms, lively study
room or a repository for revision material.
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KRITINOVA’s Sahitya brand RITVIJAM comprises the reading
collection of well-researched books about real-life spirituality,
grassroots of Indian history, must-know facts about VEDAS, the
essence of Vedic Dharma, ancient Scriptures like Upanishads and
Great Indian Epics like Ramayan and Mahabharat. We promise that
with RITVIJAM, you will get the most balanced study of science and
spirituality.
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Our Founders
Ronak Trivedi, The Creative Brain 
Ronak has over two decades of experience in product lifecycle
management using lean technology and sustainable practices. Ronak's
passion for Indian values and art is the motivation behind the foundation
of KRITINOVA. 

All the products at KRITINOVA are designed and developed by Ronak
Trivedi. A patriotic self-learned artist, Ronak Trivedi loves machines,
robots and advanced technologies. 

His mission is to make Indians adapt to the Sattvic lifestyle even when
surrounded by different cultures and environments. An advocate of
renewable energy products and zero waste management, Ronak envision
providing exposure to Indian products and heritage on a global platform
that depicts true Indian history, dharma and art & culture.

Kruti Trivedi, The Business Brain 
A trained breath-work therapist and practitioner, Kruti Trivedi believes
her profession must add positivity and sustainable growth to the world.

Having vast experience in domains such as IT Quality Control, e-
commerce business and wellness programs in India and abroad, she has
developed a high regard for technology and the quality of lifestyle the
western world provides to each citizen. 

A thorough researcher of Indian Scriptures and a Meditation expert, Kruti
Trivedi is our backbone for customer experience and branding. Kruti is a
people person and on a mission to make all Indian epics reach each Indian
household. 

She works actively to nurture the next-gen Indian citizens by spreading
knowledge about original Indian history, Indian heroes and leaders, and
Indian values.
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For Corporate Enquiry

Get in touch with a click! 

Visit our official website
 
        India: www.kritinova.in  Global:www.kritinova.com

For Collaborations, Corporate Inquiry and Bulk orders

         (+91) 8758502888, 8758503888

         contact@kritinova.in

SCHEDULE A MEETING TODAY!
We offer the following gifting options:
• Festive Collection
• Special Occassion Collection
• New Start Collection
• Patent Collection
• Sanskrit Collection
• Children Collection
• Math Collection
• Books on Jargon free Dharma
• Simplified Books & Ancient Scriptures

http://www.kritinova.in/
mailto:contact@kritinova.in
https://kritinova.in/
https://twitter.com/kritinovastore
https://www.instagram.com/kritinovastore/
https://in.pinterest.com/KRITINOVAINDIA
https://www.facebook.com/kritinovastore
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India's #1 culture and creativity
based lifestyle brand

We are firm believers in culture, intellect and vintage creativity! We are a team of creative, crazy
and patriotic Indians.

We are KRITINOVA. 

KRITINOVA is a global platform connecting people back to their roots, paying tribute to great
inventors and bringing a huge range of different artwork to one junction through premium
lifestyle products.
  
Our processing unit is in the Indian capital Delhi and our head office is in Ahmedabad, Gujarat.
We are currently delivering pan India, and world-wide with Free Shipping to USA, UK,
CANADA,AUSTRALIA and SINGAPORE.
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